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Publishing at Cambridge 
 
 
 

One of the oldest 
publishers in the world, 
since 1584 

 

 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Best universities in the world – consistently in the top 5 of THE, the telegraph, Shanghai world rankings



Publishing at Cambridge 
• It was founded on a royal 

Letter Patent to the 
University by Henry VIII in 
1534  
 
• The first Press book was 

printed in 1584.  
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Publishing at Cambridge 
• One of the largest academic 

and educational publishers 
in the world 
• Publishing over 1,500 books 

a year and 390 journals 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Best universities in the world – consistently in the top 5 of THE, the telegraph, Shanghai world rankings



The University Press 
Syndicate: 
a committee of senior 
academics who must 
approve all offers of 
publication 

Every single title 
undergoes a rigorous 
quality-control process 

 

 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
JackEvery single book has to pass through both a process of internal and external review culminating in the University Press syndicate meeting before a contract is offered to the author.Press Syndicate: committee of senior academics from the university of Cambridge.The most rigorous peer-review process of any publisherEnd result: our quality is pretty awesomeAcademic publishers provide vitally important services of peer review and quality control which makes their publications authoritative and trust-worthy



 

Subjects and Strengths of 
Cambridge Journals 



Multi-disciplinary Publisher 
STM (Sciences, Technology, Medicine) 
Agriculture 
Animal Science 
Aquatic Science 
Biology 
Biomedical Science 
Computer Science 
Earth & Atmospheric Science 
Ecology & Conservation 
Engineering 
Mathematics 
Materials Research 
Medical Policy 
Neuroscience 
Nutrition 
Physical Science 
Psychology & Psychiatry 
 

HSS (Humanities & Social Sciences) 
African Studies 
American Studies 
Archaeology & Anthropology 
Architecture 
Asian Studies 
Business Studies 
Classical Studies 
Cultural Studies 
Economics 
History 
Law 
Language & Linguistics 
Literary Studies 
Philosophy 
Politics & International Relations 
Religious Studies 
Social Studies 



2016 Journal Citation Reports® (JCR) 

• 237 journals are indexed in JCR 
 
• 54 Journals are included in the Emerging 

Sources Citation Index  



2016 Journal Citation Reports® (JCR) 

• Impact Factors (IF) across all Cambridge 
journals increased by an average of 18.4 
(16.9% last year).  
• 5 titles are number 1 in their categories (4 last 

year): 
– Behavioral and Brain Sciences 
– International Organization,  
– Acta Numerica,  
– Theory and Practice of Logic Programming  
– World Politics  

http://click.academic.cambridge.org/?qs=02321d0264aa5fbe812ae187ea388a943cfed5fc61bbc9497468a18c07e6ae8e7755f9a9bff6f93b
http://click.academic.cambridge.org/?qs=02321d0264aa5fbe0cbcd198de5da66a17ed2b79967c5982b10750c5732fdae98b82a7030df3facb
http://click.academic.cambridge.org/?qs=02321d0264aa5fbef20decd3e1716b75bbcd4bffaa7c9aea608cc237ea908537674b45f0bdab1017
http://click.academic.cambridge.org/?qs=02321d0264aa5fbe84fa9f34341e370ca71c40e7249c1062195b7fc53ea7b04c02582ac4886d6123
http://click.academic.cambridge.org/?qs=02321d0264aa5fbe84fa9f34341e370ca71c40e7249c1062195b7fc53ea7b04c02582ac4886d6123


2016 Journal Citation Reports® (JCR) 

• 16 Cambridge journals sit within the top 5 
journals in their categories.  
 
• 32 journals within the top 10 of their categories,  

 
• 2 journals received IF for the first time 



Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Deliberately clutter free landing page with an easy search functionality. Options for librarians are on the tab at the bottom of the page. User is authenticated at the top of the page. ‘Access provided by’…..



Content available on 
Cambridge Core 

All existing content from the following platforms: 
 

} 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
You will see here the 6x various platforms, all hosting different content, being replaced by Cambridge Core



Our Journals and ebooks in 
Mathematics 
 
 
 



Cambridge STM Brands 
 

October 
2017 
45,740 units 
sold 
 



Citation of Cambridge STM books 

4,292 7,597 8,151 

20,522 29,423 



Citation of Cambridge STM books 

52,610 



Competitive position (in books) 
Mathematics  Leader 
Statistics  Top 4 (Leader in actuarial math: 
   Springer, Wiley, T&F) 
Computer Science Top 4 (Leader in machine learning: 
   Springer, Wiley, MIT) 
Physics   Leader 
Earth Science  Leader 
Astronomy  Leader 
Engineering  Top 4 (Leader in communications, information 
   theory: Springer, Wiley, Pearson) 
Life Sciences  Top 4 (Oxford, Springer, Elsevier) 
Medicine  Top 5 (Leader in mental health: 
   Elsevier, Oxford, Lippincott, Wiley, Springer) 



Key Mathematical science journals 
28 Titles 

IF = 2.383 
IF = 0.812 

IF = 0.892 

IF = 0.72 

IF = 0.541 

IF = 0.993 



Mathematical sciences - Key book 
series 



Gilbert Strang, MIT 
Introduction to Linear Algebra  
 
• 5th Edition 

 
• This leading textbook for first courses in 

linear algebra has a direct tried and tested 
approach, offering practical explanations 
and examples, while showing the beauty 
and variety of the subject. 
 

• Undergraduate & graduate courses in 
linear algebra; computational mathematics, 
applied mathematics; engineering 
mathematics 
 
 



Daniel W. Cunningham 
SUNY, Buffalo 
Set Theory 
 
• Set theory can be 

considered a unifying 
theory for mathematics. 
This book covers the 
fundamentals of the 
subject. 

• Part of the ‘Cambridge 
Mathematical Textbooks’ 



J:\Academic 
Production\STM CVR 
Images\Phil Meyler\Roy & 
Das 

Book Title 
Author Name 

Efron & Hastie (Stanford University) 
Computer Age Statistical Inference 

• Data is flooding the world and driving 
decisions that affect every aspect of life. 

  

• Statistical inference is the science of 
producing knowledge from data. In the 
computer age, it has bigger problems (big 
data) but also better tools (machine 
learning algorithms).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Jenny Gage and David 
Spiegelhalter 

(U Cambridge) 

Teaching Probability 

 
• Designed not only for teachers 

giving introductory courses but 
also for those who want a deeper 
and better understanding 

 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Life is uncertain. None of us knows what is going to happen but, unless we are prepared to resign ourselves to fate, it seems a good idea to be able to reason about uncertainty. Whether we are deciding about medical treatments, choosing investments, buying insurance, playing games, or undertaking a risky activity, we want to be able weigh up the options in terms of the chances, and consequences, of the good and bad things that might happen. Probability is the also basis for methods used in forecasting the economy, the weather, or epidemics, as well as underlying much of physics. When a scientific discovery such as the Higgs Boson is claimed, the degree of certainty, or confidence, is expressed in terms of probability, since probability forms the basis for statistical inference.But researchers in risk communication have shown that changing the way in which probability is represented can dramatically improve our ability to carry out quite complex tasks. Instead of talking about chance or probability in terms of a decimal, percentage, or fraction, we look at the expected frequency of events in a group of cases. For example, when discussing the risk of a future heart attack or stroke with a patient, medical students are now taught not to say ‘a 16% chance’, but instead to say ‘out of 100 patients like you, we would expect 16 to have a heart attack or stroke in the next ten years’.This may seem a trivial change but it has strong implications for the way in which probability is taught in schools. Our aim is not only to enable students to answer the type of probability questions set in examinations, but also to help them handle uncertainty in the world beyond the classroom.



• W. John Braun, Duncan J. 
Murdoch (U Western Ontario) 

• A First Course in Statistical 
Programming with R 

 
• Doesn’t assume any knowledge of 
statistics 
• Uses real R code to teach the basics of 
R syntax and graphics, including “About 
the code” sections 
• Focuses on programming to build skills 
that can be transferred to other 
programming languages 

 
 



Graham Hutton (U 
Nottingham) 

Programming in Haskell 

2nd Edition 

 
• Ideal for beginners, this introduction 

requires no previous programming 
experience and all concepts are 
explained from first principles via 
carefully chosen examples.  

 



  



 



Coming Soon!  

 



How to Purchase 
 

 
 



Journals 

• Individual titles at list prices 
 
• The STM Collection:  

– 166 Journal Titles including all Mathematics and Engineering titles 
– Prices according to FTE / size of institution  
– Perpetual rights to all content published in year of purchase 
– Significant access to shallow backfiles 

 



Ebooks 

• Pick and Choose (minimum of 5 titles on first 
order) Price list on the Core website 
 
• Discounted Collections  

– Essential Ebooks  

 
• Evidence Based Acquisition 



Essential ebook Collections 

• Top 50 best-selling 
titles within this 
subject area over 
the past two years 
 
• 10% discount 



What is Evidence Based Acquisition 
(EBA)?  

 
Institutions are given access to an extensive online 
collection of Cambridge and partner press ebooks, 

before they make decisions about which titles to 
buy access to in perpetuity at the end of the 

subscription period.  



How does EBA work? 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
We will talk through the stages of implementing an EBA



Available Collections 
Entire collection including monthly updates minimum no. of titles List Price GBP 12  month EBA Offer Price Discount  

Full 33796 3385780 37244 1% 

STM 8776 996865 24922 2.50% 

Social Sciences 16996 1565275 23479 1.50% 

Humanitites 10368 950670 14260 2.00% 

European History 3046 246500 4930 2.00% 

Computer Science 631 84150 4208 5.00% 

Earth & Environmental Science 967 98530 4927 5.00% 

Economics 1684 184760 5912 3.20% 

Engineering  1180 156825 5489 3.50% 

Language and Linguistics 1212 140170 5607 4.00% 

Law 2202 226795 5670 2.50% 

Life Sciences 1443 146935 5143 3.50% 

Maths 2191 239450 7184 3.00% 

Medicine 1396 178965 5727 3.20% 

Music 645 57205 2860 5.00% 

Philosophy 1734 199130 4978 2.70% 

Physics 1131 143020 5721 4.00% 

Politics and International Relations 3978 427355 8547 2.00% 

Psychology 974 108550 5428 5.00% 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
BESPOKE -  Most libraries like to custom choose the titles and date ranges they include. 



Thank you! 
Madeleine Eve 

meve@Cambridge.org 
 

Questions? 
 

mailto:meve@Cambridge.org
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